PERFECT LOVE
“Be perfect, as your Father in heaven is
perfect. Is this too big an asking, little one? What
does it mean to be perfect in this way? Does it
mean that you are to be like the Most High God ...
absolutely without error? No, for that would be
impossible to you.
To be in human flesh, since the great
deception and disobedience, means that you will
walk in error. The perfection of which I am
speaking IS attainable for you. To 'be perfect', is
to be set apart ... separate ... unlike the world in
the way in which you love.
Absolute holiness in all things is reserved
only for deity. Even Job, in his outstanding list of
accomplishments, fell short, in so much that he
was unable to see his own subtle arrogance. There
is none like Adonai. And yet, by the indwelling
presence of the Spirit of Adonai, a form of
perfection ... holiness ... is possible for you.
What is the chief characteristic of Adonai?
LOVE. As the Spirit lays hold of My possession
in you ... your heart ... you can be changed to love
in My holy way. Empowerment comes from Me
to make correct choices and practice of loving.

Even as My love is unconditional, it is holy in
nature. As your love is unconditional, it too takes
upon itself that quality of Me.
Do I choose to love or is it My nature? Such
a mystery of My reality, you cannot fully
embrace. Suffice it to say, that I made love My all
encompassing reality. Those who truly embrace
Me, embrace My love. Those, who truly embrace
My love, are transformed by it, into My nature
and My practice of loving. Does that speak clarity
to your understanding, or is it too great a concept?
The very thing that gives My true children
their greatest distinction is not just that they know
and declare who I Am. It is the nature of My
being, living in and through them. It is their
ability to love unconditionally. These do not love
to be loved in return. They do not seek any gain
from loving ... only the joy of giving away who
they are in Me. In doing so, they give away
portions of Me to others, so that the portion may
grow within another.
Do you now see how the process works? To
love those who love you, is a comfortable thing.
It is easily given to carnal man to do this. It is so,
because I created My human children at the very
beginning to be lovers. They were designed to
speak of Me within them. However, when the

holiness of the human creation was tainted by sin,
so also did the love become tainted. No longer
free-flowing, it could be withheld and
manipulated. Designed to be eternally warm with
the heat of My love beneath it, it soon turned
cold, due to sin's priority over Mine.

Therefore ... be PERFECT, as your Father in
heaven is perfect. Together we shall celebrate this
perfection, and we shall add to it a great
abundance to fill up all of eternity.”

Ah, but here is the turning point of My own
true children. Those who have chosen Me, have
made Me their priority, not sin. Here is the
victory as well. For against such loving, there is
no effective weapon. Every accusation raised up
against it will be false ... even if, at the time, it is
not proven so.
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Who can stand against such perfect love
raised up issuing forth from My imperfect
children? As this loving without condition—
regardless of cost—is born in My reborn children,
they know My perfection in their lives. They
walk not only in My image, but also in My heart.
Even as the world cannot understand My
love, so also it cannot be anything but
confounded by this perfection in My children.
Nevertheless ... even misunderstood and often
rejected ... this love of My perfection issues forth,
declaring My glory ... bringing down strongholds
... and adding to the kingdom.
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